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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Juliet is still addicted to Kudo’s!  

	 After dinner last night, a camera caught Juliet sneaking behind the 
food bowls to eat Kudo’s. Many cats have thought that her addiction is over, 
but actually, the way that Mavis solved the problem was to take away her 
stash. However, Juliet must have somehow gotten more, which is not good 
for her health. The Kudo’s have a sky - high calorie count, and Juliet is 
already eating a whole lot - she doesn’t need the extra calories of the Kudo’s. 
Kudo’s look like a flattened cheese puff, and they taste sweet and salty at the 
same time, because they contain a whole lot of sodium - salt, and sugar too. 
It’s harder to stop eating Kudo’s, because any cat would like them. Literally. 
That is how they were designed. As such, it would be harder for Juliet to stop 
eating them than it would be to just not eat them in the first place. A lot of 
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cats are a little ticked off at Juliet because of 
this, especially Makenna, a dietary scientist. 


	 Makenna, a dietary scientist, has an 
opinion about this topic. “Eating Kudo’s was 
more okay when Juliet was actively suckling 
kittens, but now that they are weaning, the extra 
calories will not be used to produce milk. As 
such, Juliet will face gaining a lot of weight. She 
really needs to stop eating Kudo’s.”


	 At this point, many cats are wondering 
where Juliet gets all of these Kudo’s from. I 
mean, you can’t just walk into any store and buy 
20 bags of Kudo’s right there. So, Mavis decided 
to send Reposado to spy on Juliet at all times. 
Reposado would watch Juliet until her Kudo’s 
ran out. And in good time, they did. 


	 Early this morning, Juliet snuck out of 
bed, and walked out behind her house. There, 
there were 3 cats waiting quietly. One of them 
stood up to talk to Juliet in a lowered voice. “Do 
you have the milk?” The cat said in Juliet’s ear. 
Juliet nodded, and produced 3 full bottles of her 
own milk and gave them to the cat. Then, in return, the cat gave Juliet 3 bags 
of Kudo’s. Juliet was sneaking back when Reposado stopped her. 


	 “What are you doing?” Reposado asked 
Juliet in a hushed tone, “giving your milk to that 
male cat? Why would you do that for Kudo’s? 
It’s like posting your personal information on 
the internet!”


	 Juliet shakes her head. “The male cats 
were wandering the street one day, and one of 
them saw a newborn kitten. It must have been 
weak, because the mother had thrown it out. 
They took it in, but they didn’t have any milk to 
give it. So they looked around and eventually 
found me. I did it in exchange for Kudo’s.”


	 Subscribe again to hear more of this story! 
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“What does Juliet 
think she is 
doing, giving her 
milk away to 
other cats?” 

 - JUDY, WHO BELIEVES THAT A 
MOTHER’S MILK SHOULD BE FOR 
HER KITTENS. 
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